Due to rapid growth in both population and economic development in China, water demand is increasing dramatically and China is facing more and more severe water scarcity problems. Thus competitions for water (between uses, users and regions) are increasing which make water use efficiency an important issue in China, together with the uneven spatial and temporal distribution of water, all of which drive the Chinese government and water planners to find the optimal water resource allocation plan. Optimal water resource allocation plan with consideration of social benefit, economic benefit and environmental bebefit can provide valuable information to the decision makers, thus improve the water use efficiency and promte better water resource management. With better understanding of real world problems and improved data availability and reliability, modern WRA models often involve nonlinear optimization with high dimensionality and a large number of constraints, thus they could be very complicated, which make the conventional optimization techniques incredible difficult or unable to find the optimal solutions, so heuristic-based methods were adopted in this paper and three of the most popular one will be adopted to solve three typical WRA problems. The procedures to solve those models using heuristic-based methods were presented and many design issues were discussed, such as the formulation of the fitness functions, constraints handling techniques etc. By solving three typical WRA problems with heuristic-based methods, it concluded that heuristic-based methods can be easily adapted to solve WRA problems and in future with further research they will play a significant role in optimal WRA problems.
